SYNOPSIS.
Title: Baltimore
Tagline: Chop Suey
Genre: Sports Drama/Comedy
Synopsis: Since moving to the states as a child from China, Kenny Li has always dreamed of playing baseball. Starting in the sandlots, Kenny works hard, hoping to one day make it to the big leagues and play for his favorite team the New York Yankees. But his dream is in jeopardy as his parents and duty to his family’s restaurant business cast doubt on his life-long dream. During his final season of college, he is informed that Major League scouts are in town to scout him and a few of his teammates, during the start of the College World Series. Could this be Kenny’s big break, can he show the big league scouts that he is ready physically and mentally ready for the majors?

3 POSTER COMPOSITION WRITE-UPS
Version 1: To represent the main elements of the story, I’d include the use of common baseball gear, a glove, a baseball and a Chinese take-out container, to represent the main elements of the story over a white background, maybe with some field dirt.

Version 2: A shilouette of the main character swinging a bat with the sun descending representing the dedication to his dream. A collage of main characters in the sky, representing the important people in the main characters his life.

Version 3: The main character taking a swing using a halftone, 80’s type feel, while the rest of the main and supporting characters are featured in a strip fixed with baseball stitches. The baseball glove, ball and Chinese take-out containers featured small on the bottom adding some depth to the layout.